
Putting the “Gift” Back Into “Gifted”

Considering the Talent Development Model

Explore is the notion that we have

gotten distracted in “gifted” and focused more on

“smart”, on achievement...which is great, but 

NOT THE GIFT!

“The Gift” in giftedness is:

the drive to know, love to learn

the ability to create

the drive and curiosity to solve

1.  What’s in your suitcase?

2.  Talent Development Model - Exploratory stage 

Apprentice stage

Mastery stage

Differ by: Adult leader

Is it fun, or work, or “flow”/ecstasy

How much time is required

How much is native talent required

How intense is it (do I LIKE doing this?)

How many activities can I do at this level, have time to do

3.  What do chores, hobbies, SAT scores, oral sex and volunteer work have in

common? Identity and vocation

Chores, hobbies, etc help kids gain sense of identity and what they’re good

at...vocation, what they might have to offer world

Chores(job) - I am useful in adult world, real stuff, can manage on my own

Hobbies, volunteer work - what brings me pleasure, just for fun; can it be

useful to others in the real (not school) world



 Oral sex - if I’m not doing well at school, or anything else I can figure

 out, this is something I’m excellent at...(selling drugs, being a

slacker...don’t know what else to do)

SAT scores - absolutely societally accepted way to measure success,

 worth...may or may not measure me

4.  Establishing identity

Accept establishing identity as a developmental imperative

Recognize your kid, “I’m NOT my parent, NOT my brother... I’m ME

Resist society’s pressures 

Provide adequate free time to think, “down time”

Identify “gifts,” things which come easily for me

Accept/embrace failure as the ultimate learning experience

TAKE AWAYS: How can you put some of this into practice at home?
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